
Quality Medical Grade CHEMO & FENTANYL TESTED, Nitrile Gloves. 

Gloves 
PROTECTED BY ANTI-COUNTERFEIT TECHNOLOGY



ANTI-COUNTERFEIT EXAMPLE   
TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINER. 

 
Packaging and product/ labels will have embedded  
secure anti-counterfeiting features that can be  verified  
with a standard smartphone. phone.  

BrandMark feature is integrated into artwork at the  
pre-press phase including a custom security icon  
and secure UPC background tint.  

LAYERED ANTI-COUNTERFEIT SOLUTION  

 

1 Secure Tamper Icon

1 Secure Tamper Icon

1 Secure Tamper con

1 Secure Tamper Icon

2 Secure UPC

 
 
The customizable interactive app allows customers to authenticate  
products by scanning the secure icon, while gathering usage and 
marketing data.  
 
Additionally, users can be presented with customized marketing  
campaigns, special offers, or opt into a rewards or loyalty program.  
 

AUTHENTIC 

A separate app only for Brand and other authorized 
personnel can be  used to verify barcode and product label. 
Complete backend database system allows for thorough 
analysis of all activities including data about where all scans 
took place, who scanned, which products were scanned,  
location, date, time, any variable or sterilization data, etc. 

EMPIRE

EMPIRE

1) Secure Tamper Icon – Tamper-evident 
seal contains printed BrandMark icon 
that will get destroyed when opening. 

2) Secure UPC – Background is placed 
into artwork with virtually no visual 
change and no impact to barcode 
functionality. Brand and other 
authorized personnel can easily verify 
with smartphone app.  

PROTECTED BY ANTI-COUNTERFEIT TECHNOLOGY



What is Brandmark? 
 
  
BrandMark™ is an anti-counterfeiting solution which features a secure, patented and 
customizable icon that is designed and printed in-line with existing artwork and 
equipment. The icon contains embedded covert technology and is rigorously tested to 
meet the highest quality and security standards. 

This patented and proprietary anti-counterfeiting solution makes smartphone verification 
and anti-diversion analysis easy. 

• Pioneers in the anti-counterfeiting industry for over 40 years. 

• Used on billions of brand packaging and Never Compromised! 

• Over 75 worldwide patents. 

• Extensive, exclusive trade secrets.  

• No effect on artwork. 

• Compatible with most printing processes and inks. 

• Multi-layered solutions with security level control. 

All of the scan and user data can be analyzed and monitored from a web-based back end system. 
 
In addition to retrieving authenticity results,  dates, times, user credentials and locations, data can be 
stored for track & trace/ diversion analysis. Usage and marketing data can also be collected and reported. 

A key function of the comprehensive backend system is to display exactly where scans are taking place, 
and to provide a snapshot of results. The map can be zoomed into a street-level to precisely locate scans. 
Satellite view can be used to view nearby buildings and businesses. 
 
Customizable analytics can be categorized and used to determine the trends of scanning, location, 
devices and other data. Visual graphs and charts make it easy and quick to view the progress of a program 
or campaign. User credentials allows only authorized access. 

A complete list of all captured data can be sorted by fields and exported into reports. Scan results 
including captured and decoded images are analyzed automatically to identify a wide range of 
counterfeit attempts.  

User credentials allows only authorized access. 



Technology comparison  


